Starting and Ending Classes
Starting Class
Use an image, or series of images, to show students what to do when they enter the room. At the
Elementary level this might be: turn in homework folder, take out lunch box, hang up coat and backpack,
and sit on carpet in polite position. At the Secondary level this might be: sit when the bell rings, take out
homework, take out notebook, copy and begin the warm-up activity.
3rd Grade

Backpack on Hook

Folder in Cubby

Chair Down

Sit Hands Crossed

MUSIC ASSIST: Procedures for start of class are often most effective when a transition song is used as
a timer. For example, you might choose a brief (2-3 minute), upbeat song from the 50s or 60s and tell
the students they have the length of that song to complete the start-of-class procedure. When the song
ends they should be done putting their things away and be
seated in polite position (elementary), or they should be seated
and silently working on the warm-up activity (secondary).
TIPS: Use the same song every day for a month or more before
changing it. Students can learn to anticipate the end of the song
and speed up their movement as necessary. Two minutes too
long? No problem.
Play only the last
minute or 30 seconds
of the song each time.
Students donʼt have
to hear the whole
song, but the song
does have to end.

Sit, Read Silently, Homework Out
10th Grade

6th Grade
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Starting and Ending Class

Ending Class
ELEMENTARY For younger
grades, dismissal often
happens from a line at the
door. Create a “perfect line”
image for kids to match and
hang it above your door. For
best results, take a photo of
your students properly lined
up, and enlarge it to poster
size. When they line up, if
their line isnʼt suitable, point
to the photo and ask them to
match it.

SECONDARY Create a dismissal
image of what you want your
students to look like at the end of
the period. Display the image prior
to the end of each period, and ask
the students to match it. Once they
have matched the image, you can
make final announcements and let
them go after the bell rings.
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Visual Strategies That Work
Sample Testimonials with Photos
Using&the&Textbook:!

"When!I!ask!my!students!to!get!out! a! piece!of!paper! and!
pencil!and!open!their!textbooks!to!a!certain!page!I!always!
get! the! same! questions,! like! "What! are! we! doing?"! and!
"What!page!are!we!on?"!So!i!tried!displaying!a! “textbook!
readiness”!photo!on!my!projector!screen!with!an!image!of!
a! student! desk! with! a! book! and! paper! and! pencil,!and! i!
write!the!book!page!number!using!my!overhead!pen.!Now!
students!know!what! to!do!and!if! they!get! confused!i!just!
reference!the!photo!and!they!do!it.!Voila!
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!K.$Servante,$11th$grade$English$teacher,$Houston,$Texas

Tardiness:!

"My! students! have! to! be! seated! when! the! second! bell!
rings,! otherwise! they! are! tardy.! Every! time! I! mark! a!
student!tardy!who!is!in!the!room!but!not!seated,!he!or!she!
argues! and! becomes! disruptive.! I! tried! using! photos! to!
show! what! is! tardy! and! what! is! not,! like! I! saw! in! the!
workshop,!and!it!actually!worked!!Now!if!a!student!argues!
I! just! point! to! the! photo! on! the! door! and! the! argument!
ends!right!away."!
!S$Santos,$7th$grade$math$teacher,$New$York,$NY!

I’m Tardy!

You must be seated by second bell!

Lining&Up&Rubric:

“Before!I!used!the!lining!up!pictures!and!numbers,!I!dreaded!asking!my!kids!to!line!up!at!the!door.!
Now!it!goes!smoothly!every!time.!!I!just!hold!up!the!number!of!Jingers!that!their!line!looks!like,!and!
the!kids!adjust!and!do!all!the!work!"
-A Miller, 3rd grade teacher, Sacramento, California
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